negligible in comparison with that of fields due to the net charge and currents in the plasma. Methods of stability analysis have been rev1ewed by Jackson. 2 Here we shall present a variation of a method proposed by Bernstein. 1 By transforming from space and velocity to equilibrium constants of motion as variables, we are able to give a simple and explicit Green's function solution for the perturbed distribution function in terms of the perturbed electric and magnetic fields.
I. ST.ABILITY CRITERION FOR THE VLABOV EQUATION
The t?-me-dependent distribution function.in space and velocity, f(i), for each species of charged particles in the plasma, charge ei and mass mi' is assumed to satisfy Boltzmann's equation without a collision term, 
linearizing (1) in unperturbed quantities and taking the Laplace transform of the result,
-
• (E + 1:; x 13 ) a:; gral operations on JP, we obtain a result of the form
is the four-current perturbation at t = 0 given by (4) with f(i)
. p replaced by fii) (o)~ and the kernels KP ~d ~' which shall be discussed in more detail later, are·4 x 4 matrices containing the operator (
Transcribed, the stability criterion now states that·f~i) is stable if ,-..;
,...., solutions of ( 6) for J are non-singular for ~11 Re p > o .
• p '
.as a source of difficulty, singularities in the four current J satisfying (6) p correspond to solutions of th~ homogeneous counterpart of (6),
,.._,, ~ which we write symbolically as KPJP = JP. Since K is a linear operator, ( must ·be a function of them, and, with our complete set, arbitrary equilibrium states can be constructed.
III. TRANSFORMATION TO CONSTANTS OF MOTION
In situations of sufficient synnnetry to admit three evident constants of motion, say u1, 112, u.s, independent of t, it is often not difficult to find two more, 'll4 and 115 independent of t, plus another of the form t -Us· For example, if the equilibrium force, -\JV, depends on x but not y, z, and t, besides the three evident constants, v , v and the Hamiltonian function, H, which may y z serve as u1, 112, and u.s, we may construct other constants independent of these as follows. Since vz is constant, z/vz measures time, t -z/vz is con~tant, and thus z/v can serve as Us· $imilarly, y -v t is constant, and, employ- since Liu= 0 for u 1 to 115, and Liu 6 = 1 in order that
Thus eigenfunctions of Li are Fourier modes in ~-,-
with arbitrary dependence on UJ. to 115 expressed by h. If we restrict ourselves to functions of the u's normalizable either in the equivalent of all ..
TV. TWO EXAMPLES
In order to illustrate the use of our solution for (p + Li)-1 , we shall --simplify the other parts of K by letting B = 0 and taking E to be electrop p p static,
' For one dimension, the kernel in 13 depending on x' and x , which arises from Maxwell's eg_uation, is to be replaced by 211'(x' -x") /Ix' -x" j. ' to u 1 , ll.2, we iw( u -u') e2
11 . Then, introducing 14), (15), and 16) into (13), transforming from x', v' to u's and performing these integrations and that over w, we obtain from (7)
.. 
